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CAPABILITY STATEMENT 

Platinum Electricians Bathurst 

 
Vision Statement: Our Vision is to be the world’s greatest customer focused 
electricians. 
 
Mission Statement: Our Mission is to deliver a WOW experience to customers that 
creates smiles and is unforgettable. 
 
Platinum Electricians Bathurst have been operating for over 2 years. Having joined the national 
Platinum Electricians network to help lead the way in customer service and providing an 
unforgettable experience.  Currently with a fleet of 3 vehicles running 
out of Bathurst and Orange. We have the flexibility to provide local businesses with electrical 
Construction, maintenance support and the capability to manage multiple sites and large-scale 
projects across the entire Central west of NSW.  We have vast knowledge in all electrical systems 
including, lighting, power, data, TV/media centres, home automation including KNX.  We also have 
capability to provide Air Con/mechanical, solar and security systems. 
 
Completed Construction Projects 
- Completed 100 Bed Nursing home. Lighting, Power, Switchboards, and Data – 
St Catherines Aged Care Facility (Catholic Healthcare) 
- 30 Bed Refurb, Lights, Power and Data – St Albert Thomas Nursing home (Catholic Health Care) 
- Independent Living Units – Southern Cross Aged Care (Southern Cross Care) 
-Warrumbungles Information Centre (Hines Construction) 
 
We also provide a 24/7 after hour’s service to ensure any issues are dealt with 
immediately. We have technicians specifically on call for these times. 
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Preferred Electricians for Home building and commercial Construction: 
- Jeremy Booth Constructions  
- Botham Homes 
- Hines Constructions 
- Grindley Interiors 
- Adco Constructions 
 
 
Preferred electricians for planned and reactive maintenance: 
- Catholic Health care Bathurst 
- Bathurst Catholic Diocese 
- Woolworths Ltd (Reactive maintenance Central West NSW) 
- Aj Grant Insurance  
- Governor Macquarie Motor Inn 
- Joss services 
 
 
We offer a range of services to all our clients to improve their performance and 
compliance including general lighting maintenance, upgrades and repairs to power 
points, circuits and switchboards and all their phone and data needs. We also offer 
testing & tagging, RCD testing, thermal imaging of switchboards and exit and 
emergency light testing and repairs, mechanical/air con cleaning, and solar. 
 
We have implemented and identified to our clients the benefits of installing Solar, LED lighting and 
home automation to keep electricity costs down, energy efficiency and safety high priorities. 
 
 
Software & Systems 
 
Platinum Electricians utilises simPRO software, which not only allows the company 
to manage and process every aspect of the business, but allows flexibility to 
integrate any future project and allows a base level of integration and useability 
for the end user. We also provide the ‘Platinum Live’ system from our website. This 
portal allows you to start booking jobs online. You can also view the progress of your 
jobs, quotes and general information. This provides a seamless way to check all job 
bookings all over your network. This service also allows you to accept pending quotes and 
pay invoices online. 
The use of our Job management system allows us to forward plan our work to ensure 
KPI’s are met. By knowing when our various client’s preventative maintenance items 
are due we assign our technicians in our schedule and also assign another technician 
to carry out the reactive work to cause minimal disruption. 
Call 1800 PLATINUM 
platinumelectricians.com.au 

              Quality, Safety and Environmental Management 
The Platinum Protect standard of endorsement guarantees 
our commitment to consistent delivery of Quality, Safety and 
Environmentally friendly solutions. Platinum Electricians is 
audited internally to ensure it complies with the strict,  
intensive requirements of ISO 9001 Quality Management, AS 
4801 Occupational Health & Safety and ISO 14001 
                        Environmental Management systems. 
Call 1800 PLATINUM 
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Blessed to be a blessing. 
We feel a strong mandate that our business is purposed to 
make a difference.   Platinum is not about creating excessive 
wealth for ourselves, we believe in doing what we can to 
help others.  This is why we exist and why we’re in business.  
Platinum Foundation is our non for-profit organisation that 
allows us to deliver on our WHY. Through child sponsorship 
and projects, we are having great impact. 

 


